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Pytania za 3 punkty
1. How often … basketball?
A) are you playing
B) do you playing

C) do you play

D) are you play

E) you play

2. Which word is different?
A) polluted
B) crowded

C) spacious

D) noisy

E) messy

D) smells

E) does smell

3. Mum, what are you cooking? It … delicious!
A) is smelling
B) smelling
C) smell

4. Mat and Jake always talk about their life and kids. I hate listening to … .
A) them
B) these
C) themselves
D) each other

E) yourselves

5. Mark is very … . That’s why he has got very good marks.
A) hard working
B) lazy
C) open minded

D) absent minded

E) moody

6. Here’s … toast to the newlyweds.
A) these
B) any

C) a

D) ----

E) some

7. Try to avoid … mistakes.
A) make
B) making

C) do

D) doing

E) to make

8. Can you help me? I know you are such a … person!
A) rely
B) relied
C) really

D) reliable

E) unreliable

9. I tried to open the door but Sam … .
A) has locked it
B) is locked it

C) was locked it

D) did lock it

E) had locked it

10. - Why … at me like that?
- Because your eyes look different.
A) are you looking
B) do you looking

C) do you look

D) are you look

E) you are looking

D) goodly / badly

E) goodly / bad

Pytania za 4 punkty
11. It depends on you whether you do … or … in exams.
A) well / bad
B) good / bad
C) well / badly

12. I wanted to … in this event but my mum told me to stay at home and do homework.
A) avoid
B) take part
C) run away with
D) enjoy

E) escape

13. Which sentence is true?
1.
If you are average, you are better than others.
2.
A canteen is a place where you train hard.
3.
If you play truant you don’t go to school when you should.
A) 1 and 2
B) 2 and 3
C) 2

E) None of them.

D) 3

14. … furniture in my house.
A) There is not many B) There are not many C) There are a few

D) There are some

15. Which pair contains words from different word families?
A) country – countryside
B) neighbour – neighbourhood
D) space – special
E) black – blackout

E) There is little

C) high – height

16. How many of these words are pronounced the same as the word king in the underlined parts?
fringe, singer, revenge, strong, song, bang, arrange
A) 1
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4
E) 5
17. Which word is different?
A) lip
B) chin

C) chest

D) eyebrow

E) forehead

18. It’s the slow increase in the temperature of the Earth caused partly by the greenhouse effect increasing the amount
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
A) geothermal power
B) renewable resources
C) fossil fuels
D) hurricane
E) none of the above
19. Which two categories do these words belong to?
antlers, carol, pudding, decorate, turkey, habitat
A) Christmas and animals
B) growing up and films
D) sports and house
E) food and places

C) art and books

20. Could you give me a 20% ________ on this bag? It has a dirty mark on it.
A) refund
B) bargain
C) discount
D) sales
Pytania za 5 punktów
21. Which pair has the same meaning?
A) run away = escape
B) grow up = grow older
D) hold on = wait
E) all of the above
22. What does the underlined expression mean?
He’d been beaten black and blue by a gang of thugs.
A) to have dark marks on your skin where you have been injured
C) to have a few cuts because of a fight
D) to fail in a fight
23. Andy: Don’t worry! = …
A) Andy told me to not worry.
D) Andy said to me don’t worry.

E) receipt

C) make out = see

B) to be dead because of being beaten
E) all of the above

B) Andy said I mustn’t have worried.
E) Andy said me not to worry.

24. - When … ?
I’m going to the hairdresser’s tomorrow.
A) are you cutting your hair
B) are you having your hair cut
D) do you have your hair cut
E) is your hair cutting

C) Andy told me not to worry.

C) do you cut your hair

25. The postman tried to give you the letter but nobody was home. You … .
A) should have gone out
B) must have gone out
C) needn’t have go out
D) must go out
E) could have go out
26. It was fantastic to see you. I hope we bump ________ each other again!
A) on
B) for
C) at
D) into

E) up

27. How many of these words are stressed the same as the word luggage (Oo)?
control, parents, sausage, village, protect
A) 1
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4

E) 5

28. Excuse me, may I try this dress … ?
A) can’t I
B) aren’t I

D) in

E) won’t I

29. Betty … the job if she hadn’t known Maggie.
A) wouldn’t got
B) won’t get
C) didn’t get

D) don’t get

E) wouldn’t have got

30. I’ve been … charge of the airport for six years.
A) at
B) of
C) in

D) under

E) on

C) on

